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For more than 25 years, Caf?Â© Pasqual's has kept loyal fans coming back with this simple

philosophy: serve wonderful, fresh food with friendly service in a festive atmosphere. Inspired by the

cuisines of Old Mexico, New Mexico, and Asia, chef Katharine Kagel creates her memorable

comfort food from the freshest cheeses, chile sauces, chorizos, and more. In COOKING WITH

CAF?Ã¢ PASQUAL'S, Kagel shares her favorite recipes, along with an extensive source list for

purchasing special ingredients.A collection of recipes from Caf?Â© Pasqual's, an intimate, bustling

Santa Fe restaurant known for its outstanding Southwestern cuisine, eclectic decor, and hospitable

proprietor.Includes more than 70 easy-to-prepare recipes for every meal of the day and 70 full-color

food and locations shots.Caf?Â© Pasqual's is committed to serving organic greens, eggs, coffee,

dairy, and flour and naturally raised beef, pork, and chicken.Caf?Â© Pasqual's won the 1999 James

Beard Award for American Regional Classics.Reviews"The kind of book wherein you can sense the

author really, really loves her own cooking, and the photographer delighted in making them look as

good as they taste."-John Mariani's Virtual Gourmet"The 75-plus recipes that are presented here

fully represent Caf?Â© Pasqual'Â¬?s in all its colorful glory." -Wine News"Just looking at the

gorgeous illustrations in this cookbook will make you feel as though you'Â¬?re basking in the Santa

Fe sunshine."-Taste for Life Magazine
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My husband surprised me by purchasing this cookbook for me after one of our many trips to Santa

Fe. We ALWAYS go to Pasqual's when in Santa Fe. The recipes are easy to follow, though some of



the ingredients are a little tough to get in central Ohio. (But with the internet anything is possible

these days.) The first recipe I tried was the Mac and Cheese (with poblanos). Wow...a real crowd

pleaser. The Yellow Roasted Pepper and Fennel Salad was a refreshing change from the "usual"

summer salad options. I made the Red Chili and Sugar Cured Bacon for a southwest themed

brunch....Very popular. I should have made 2x more than I did. The Chinese Hacked Chicken was

also really good. It was great as leftovers in the lunch box. Some of the recipes have very long lists

of ingredients but don't let that deter you. It is so worth the effort. I can hardly wait until fall to make

the Sugar Pumpkins filled with Vegetable Stew in Chipotle Cream Sauce.

Really nice, and fantastic gift for anyone who grew up in, or likes New Mexico. Note, the recipes are

kind of fancy (at least I can say I don't have all the ingredients for most of them in my pantry). Still

happy with purchase - challenges are good, right?

We ate at the restaurant several times and loved the food so much I had to buy the cookbook. It

doesn't disappoint, most of my favorites are in this one. I am cooking my way through it, so far so

good.

For anyone that has ever had the pleasure of dining at Cafe Pasqual's in Santa Fe, it is a real treat

to bring some of the recipe's home from this awesome establishment. We have already made the

pecan soup and it was excellent. The book is as beautiful as it is delicious. Great photos of the

restaurant and food. Highly recommend this book for anyone looking to satisfy their Santa Fe

appetite without actually making the trek down to New Mexico. This is one of those recipe books

that could rest comfortably on your coffee table.

Have visited this cafe multiple times when in Santa Fe and the food, the atmosphere, the service is

remarkable. Enjoy the cookbook and use it as kitchen display also. Makes for a good gift.

Awesome cookbook - makes me feel like I'm back at Cafe Pasqual's again when I make one of

these dishes and makes me want to travel back to New Mexico ASAP!

Visited this wonderful restaurant and loved the food. Recipes are complicated and require

ingredients that may be hard to find but well put together book.



Great book, great recipes, delivered as promised in new condition! So happy with this, I ordered 2

more for my daughters!
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